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The clever answer is Leo as a symbol of wisdom. Astronaut Sally Ride - Who doesn't want to be an astronaut? Dr. Seuss is a man with all the rhymes. Everyday measurement - I measure everything. Know your vegetables - How many vegetables can you name? Meteors - Also called Shooting Stars.
Amazing giraffe - giraffes have a hard time installing in short places. Fables, fairy tales and legends Two goats cross the River Fable One day the goat crossed a very narrow bridge over the river. Read on. As the Turtle was flying south for the Winter Turtle of Legends strolled through the fallen leaves
when she saw that many birds were coming together. Read on. As the Turtle became king of FolktaleA a long time ago, two animals wanted to be the king of their village. Read on. Turtle and Magic Drum Folktale Once upon a time was a king who had a magic drum. Read on. Turtle and Spider Folktale
One day, after a very long walk, the turtle smelled of delicious food from the house spider. Read on. Turtle and Bird Legend Long ago, Cloud People held a holiday. Come, all of you who have wings, and let's feed you. Read on. The legend of the magical sea turtle Once upon a time, a large beautiful green
sea turtle laid an egg on the shore of a black sandy beach. Read on. The lion and the rabbit fable was once an evil lion who thought he was the king of the jungle. Read on. As the Turtle got its Folktale shell a long time ago, the turtle and the snail lived together in the deep ocean. Read on. The lizard and
the legend of the Sun long ago the sun disappeared from the sky. Read on. As the zebra Got Its Stripes Legend One Day Two Donkey got fed up with working so hard. They went to the wise old man. Coyote and cheese Mexican fairy tale One night, when a big full moon was shining in the sky, Senor
Coyote saw Conejo, a rabbit, sitting by the pond. Read on. Sunflower Greek legend Clytie was a sea nymph who wore a beautiful green seaweed dress. Read on. Turtle and Monkey Folktale turtle and monkey found a banana tree floating in the river. Let's split it up, the tortoise said. Read on. Coyote and
Milky Way legend Coyote wanted to help put stars in the night sky. No problem, Coyote thought. It's easy. Read on. Why chipmunks have stripes legend a long time ago, chipmunks were soft brown furs, but not stripes. Read on. Funny story Turtle who tries to fly The Funny Story of a Young Turtle lives on
a big tree in the woods. Every day the turtle climbs up a tree and crawls on branches. Read on. Raccoon Dance Party Funny Story One night Ava heard noises, before coming from the attic. Thump, kick, crane, crane. This went on and on. Read on. Swimmers Beware of The Funny Story of Alex fishing in
an area off the coast of Florida. Many NO SWIMMING signs were placed by the shore. Read on. Turtle Burger Leo had a tortoise named Poki. When Leo went to visit friends and relatives, he often took Poki with him. Read on. Animal Crackers Funny Story Benjamin and his mother went shopping. They
bought a box of animal crackers as a special treatment. Read on. Rocket to The Sun Funny Story I want to be an astronaut so I can be the first person to fly a rocket and land in the sun. Read on. Camping Under the Stars Funny Story It was a special weekend hike for Carlos and his daughter Emma.
Read on. A parrot with an attitude of Funny Stories on her 10th birthday, Vivi received a parrot as a gift. Read on. Hot artist Funny Story's Dora living room looked a little shabby. We needed fresh paint. Read on. Fishy Tale Funny Story George walks into a seafood restaurant and sees a sign that says:
Lobster tails, $1 each. Read on. Cat and mouse and dog are a very short funny story mother mouse and baby mouse go along the garden path. Read on. Screams from the dental office of Funny Story is after school and Oliver sits quietly in the dentist's chair, having his regular check-up. Read on. Bird
Feet Funny Story Nora walks into the classroom and sees a new teacher put four hares on the table. Read on. Grandpa, can you go out and play? The funny story of Archie and Ramona is very lucky. Their grandfather David lives with them. Read on. Chapter Book If Penguins Could Talk: The Story of
Pingo Read this 6-chapter story about pingo's interesting life at the South Pole. Includes questions to understand and fun puzzles too! Read on. Information text Alligator or Crocodile? Do you know the difference between an alligator and a crocodile? They are both reptiles and a little bit similar to each
other, but they are completely different. Read on. How to wash your hands 1. Use warm water rather than cold or hot when you wash your hands. Read on. Giant panda Giant Panda is a rare member of the bear family. It is one of the most dangerous animals in the world. Read on. What is Ai-Iy? Aye -eye
looks like a strange little gremlin. Read on. The first space dogs Russian dogs, Squirrel and Arrow, were the first dogs to spend time in space and returned safely. Read on. Noticed! A spotted zebra tour guide in Kenya spotted a baby zebra with white polka dots instead of white stripes. Read on. How to
teach your dog to play basketball Do you want to teach your dog to play basketball? Give it a shot! Read on. George Washington's teeth all his life George Washington had problems with his teeth. By the time he became the first president when he was 57, he had only one tooth. Why were his teeth so
bad? Read on. No girl is allowed! Only men could take part in the ancient Olympic Games. Married it was not even allowed to watch what was happening. Women caught in secret have been punished. Read on. Who is the martin martin King Jr.? Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was a great man who worked
hard to bring equal rights to African Americans. Read on. Christopher Columbus, 1492 Christopher Columbus, born in Italy, always dreamed of becoming a sailor. Read on. A penguin gets his own wetsuit news story of a bald penguin named Ralph having fun in the sun at a British wildlife park - after being
fitted with his own wetsuit. Read on. Milk may have stuck on the bear head of a Vermont black bear looking for food in the woods. He looked into the old milk cork and stuck his head! Read on. The photo of a blind puppy and his brother goes viral news story Jeffrey and Jermaine are not your average stray
dogs. Jeffrey is blind, and Jermaine, his brother, his guide dog. Read on. Try These Fun Language Art Games: Basketball Theme Verb Agreement Turtle Riddle Scrambles Pronoun Agreement Happy Endings Punctuation More Free Reading Stories Turtle Stories Funny Stories 2nd Class Reading
Understanding 4th Class Understanding Understanding Graphic Organizers ©Coy Solutions Wordville.com for Fun English Language Learning Chocolate That We Eat Starts With Cocoa Trees, Also Called Cocoa Trees. Cocoa trees grow in warm climates like Central and South America, Africa or parts of
Asia. Choose the best answer from four options. Many years ago I moved from city to country. One of the first things I did was to make a big vegetable garden. It was hard work to change the grassy area of the lovely garden. What are Fritz and Heidi's dogs? Moms and dad's teachers, siblings,
grandparents, like you, too. Where does this story take place? Do you know which breed of dog is the most popular in the United States right now? What color is not suitable for a Labrador retriever? The first peanut butter was interesting because the liquid peanut butter would float on top of the peanut
butter after a while. How many recipes did George Washington Carver eat in his brochure? Any member of the family can learn to play the piano. Many talented and famous musicians discovered a love of music while sitting at the piano when they were very young. T If you know how to play the piano,
who can you play music for? Many birds in North America migrate every year. In autumn, when the weather starts to get cold, migrating birds fly south, some to South America to warm up and find food in the winter. Which of the following birds is called a waterfowl? Have you heard of a city called Dubai?
It is located in the desert on the shores of the Persian Gulf. Why are there no windows on Dubai's indoor ski slopes? Do you think the snowshoe bunny wears snowshoes? In what area do people wear snowshoes? The cloud consists of many tiny droplets of water or ice crystals that small that they can
swim. Swim. clouds called fog when close to the ground? In stratified rocks, over time, new layers of precipitation are deposited on top of layers of rock that already exist. TRUE or FALSE: All bone fossils that have been found in the ground. How was the Knobe Creek farm different from the other places
where the Lincoln family lived? Reading an excerpt about our beloved spiked friend. Why did the man in this story borrow his friend's hedgehog? What happened? Third grade reading is a passage for you. What animals in his house did Roosevelt regard as his pets? Describe the personality of the
speaker. Explain your response with textual evidence. Ellie's parents were having fun. Ellie's mother was a well-known scientist, and she introduced Ellie to another scientist she worked with. How does Ellie plan to keep dinosaurs from being dangerous? I never knew his last name was actually Lieber. It is
believed that the original herd of ponies got to the island, having survived a shipwreck off the coast of Assateag. It is believed that the original herd of ponies got to the island, having survived a shipwreck off the coast of Assateag. Below is an adaptation of the first paragraph of Mark Twain's essay New
England Weather. At the end of the paragraph, Twain uses a metaphor to describe how much weather a person has collected. What does he compare to the weather, too? What can you contribute, invest or give to the poor? Do you like to draw? Do you insist that a picture can tell as many stories as
words can? Do you like to put colors together to make a statement? Minecraft is a video game in which players create their own worlds and experiences in virtual land. See what you know about Minecraft after a little reading. Most people are not familiar with acupuncture. Because it uses needles, people
often think that acupuncture will hurt. When a writer or artist creates an original work, this work is automatically copyrighted. What works can go into the public domain? Domain? comprehension skills 40 short passages for close reading grade 3 pdf. short reading comprehension passages 3rd grade. short
reading comprehension test for grade 3. short reading comprehension passages with questions and answers for grade 3. comprehension skills 40 short passages for close reading grade 3. short reading comprehension worksheets for grade 3
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